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Abstract. An adaptive compensation observer is presented for fast diagnose of multi-effectors
aircraft in the presence of control surfaces fault, which directly estimates the deflection angles of
control surfaces. An augmented observer is designed for the estimation of system input, and an
adaptive compensation is introduced to improve the dynamic tracking performance of observer.
Simulation results suggest that, for different cases of actuator faults, the proposed observer methods
can achieve fault alarm within 20 milliseconds and determine the fault location in 0.22 seconds.
Introduction
At present, the lack of rapid and effective control surface fault diagnosis method is a key factor
restricting the development of Active Fault Tolerant Control aircraft[1,2]. As it relates to the entire
closed-loop flight control system, damage control surface failure is one of the hot and difficult
problems[3]. Although there is no published literature troubleshooting clear that more time is short
to meet the requirements of reconfigurable control, but can be inferred that the aircraft should be 0.7
times within a short period[4], which made a great real-time challenge.
To develop active fault tolerant control distribution technology, it must solve the problem of realtime fault diagnosis, fault diagnosis of the current model-based approach rudder mainly, parameter
identification, filter and observer methods. Parameter identification method is generally related
derivative aircraft operated online identification, fault information obtained rudder surface. The
recursive least square (RLS) was converted to the frequency domain by Girish Chowdhary[5]. The
frequency domain least squares (FTR) to improve the accuracy of noise adaptability, can in no prior
knowledge within two seconds of the estimated derivative manipulation, which was widely used in
various fields[6]. The literature[7,8] is the use of real-time advantage RLS efficient, innovative
application-specific on its basis in order to improve recognition precision diagnosis within 5
seconds, under the premise of a large number of discrete calculation up to 0.5 seconds. Although
the parameter identification method is faster, it is a lot of off-line data and accurate fault
aerodynamic parameters, as will as based on the extent of damage and aerodynamic data.
Therefore, to realize the rapid and effective fault diagnosis for control surface damage is still a
problem. This paper focus on the rapidity and accuracy of fault diagnosis method. The major work
includes:
Fast and accurate tracking problem in control surface state, proposed an adaptive compensation
observer method. The method is based on the "enough to satisfy the real-time fault diagnosis
method is simple" aircraft of the idea of [5], direct estimation of the rudder deflection by the
augmented state variables, using the adaptive compensation control surface estimation method to
solve the augmented observer rudder dynamic estimation precision is low, can not meet the need of
fault detection and isolation problems.
Problem Description
The aircraft equation as follows:
 x (t )  Ax (t )  Bδ(t )

 y( t )  cx( t )
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Where A  Rnn , B  Rnm , c  Rnn , x (t ) is observable part of the system state, δ(t ) is the actual
rudder deflection angle.
Actuator is first-order kinetic model inertia. when no fault control relationship between actual
instruction and the rudder deflection angle is as follows:

δ(t )  f  δ  u(t )


δ(t )  B  u(t )  δ(t ) 

(2)

Where f  δ  is the transfer function of actuator, B  Rmm is transfer gain.
For rapid fault diagnosis system (1), a simple method is to mature rudder augmented to the state,
the use of augmented observer were estimated rudder deflection. However, augmented observation
itself there are some key issues unresolved, that dynamic changes augmented state vector estimate
poor performance, not even track this dynamic change. Using observer for fault diagnosis, an
important and obvious fact is that rapid fault isolation on the premise that the observer status
include fast dynamic response to changes in estimation and tracking with high accuracy. Therefore,
how to design a new augmented so that it is not only stable observer error is small, and can quickly
and accurately estimate the state of the dynamic response to meet the requirements for rapid fault
diagnosis is the most important issue to be addressed in this article.
For the above problems, this paper consider the speed and accuracy requirements. A method for
high-precision adaptive compensation observer is proposed to estimated dynamic rudder deflection.
And a new adaptive threshold is designed for rapid fault detection. The limited memory least
squares method used reset the initial value, which to achieve a rapid identification of mutation
parameters.
The Adaptive Compensation Observer
Augmented Observer
In the case of actuator failure, the control inputs δ(t ) can’t be acquired, the input observer ideas are
present that the control input is augmented into the state, if the estimated outputs ŷ  t  track the
outputs, using the mature method of state observer, the estimated states y  t  and the actual inputs
δˆ (t )

can be estimated at the same time.
The augmented state is given as follows:
X   x δ

T

(3)

Then the system equation (1) are described by the following state space equations:
X  ΑX  t   Βδ  t 

(4)

y  CX  t 

where

Β 
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 C 
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T

, and the δ  t  is the first-order derivative of the δ(t ) .

The augmented state of observer can be defined as:
Xˆ   xˆ δˆ 

T

(5)

Where the estimates quantities are represents by the    . So the system equations of the observer
are obtained as:



Xˆ  ΑXˆ  LC X - Xˆ



(6)

yˆ  CXˆ

Where the L  R n mr is the gain of the observer, of which the errors is
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e  X  Xˆ

(7)

Referring to the equation (4), (5) and (6), the dynamic value of observation error is given as
e   Α  LC  e  Βδ

Suppose that the

(8)

 Α, C  is observable, using the bilinear quadratic adjustor method, the gain L can

be obtained as follows:
L  P0 C T R0-1

Where the

P0

(9)

is the solution of the Riccati equation.
0  ΑP0  P0 ΑT  Q0  P0C T R01CP0

(10)

Where the Q0 is the positive semi-definite weighting matrix, R0 is the positive definite weighting
matrix. When δ tends to 0, the estimate error also is approaching 0.
Adaptive Dynamic Compensation
Although the system inputs can be estimated by the augmented observer, for the rapid response
systems of control surfaces, the augmented observer still have some questions as follows:
1)The state error of the system is essentially regarded as the foundation for the augmented
observer, which often has high precision for state estimation, but the estimation accuracy of the
control input is low.
2) The augmented observer cannot track the rapid changes of the control surfaces’ dynamic
response.
The formula (8) shows that the dynamic error e is determined by  Α-LC  and δ . When the
actuator moves and the δ is unequal to zero, there will be a large estimation error.
That problems will seriously affect the accuracy of the fault checking and the fault isolation
precision. Whether the input observer can be applied depends on how to improve the input
estimation accuracy. An adaptive dynamic compensation method is used to solve these problems,
given by equation (11):
xˆ (t )  Axˆ (t )  Bδˆ(t )

(11)

According to the first-order kinetic model of the actuator, using the estimated values of the
control surfaces to replace the true values, the estimated virtual residual can be represented by
δ ( δ  u  δˆ ), then the formula (12) can be given by:
δ  B δ

(12)



(13)

Let x  x  xˆ , so



B δ  δˆ  x  Ax

When the dynamic variety is uniquely considered, then u  δˆ  δ  δˆ , then



δ  B δ  B B† x  Ax



(14)

Where B†  BT  BBT  is the pseudo inverse of the matrix B , supposed that in the moment 0  t0 ,
1

the control surfaces changed , so the dynamic values can be described :
t0

t0

0

0





δ   δd   B B † x  Ax d
t0

 B B † x   B B † Axd

(15)

0
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t0

Ignoring the slow variation item 0 B B† Axd , the adaptive dynamic compensation equation can
be designed to compensate the control surfaces’ fast dynamic variety, described as:
δ  KB† x

(16)

km } ,( ki  0 ) is compensation gain, which is confirmed by the estimated
Where K  diag{k1 k2
residual error and the augmented observer’s pseudo error, given as: x  x  xˆ . The adaptive dynamic
compensation idea is that the error of control input estimation is essentially caused by the inaccurate
of state estimation for the augmented observer, so it is considered that translate the observable state
estimation error into the input estimation error, and then compensate the error into the input
estimation. In virtue of fast of state estimation, the compensated input estimation also can quickly
track control surfaces response.
The observation equation can be described as:





Xˆ  ΑXˆ  LC X - Xˆ  Βδ  t 

(17)

yˆ  CXˆ

Then the dynamic observation error value is



e   Α  LC  e  Β δ  δ



(18)

Where the e is the new observation error, though equation(18) improved cannot avoid the
estimated error when the actuator makes a movement, it can achieve the fast dynamic track, which
can improve the accuracy of the estimated input. when δ  0 , x  0 , δ  0 , e  0 .
The control surfaces estimation δ̂ can be achieved from the augmented state estimation X̂ , so
the virtual residual error is
r (t )  u(t )  δˆ(t )

(19)

Where the actual control surface deflection error is unknown, so r (t ) is virtual residual error.
Observer Numerical Simulation
Certain control surfaces of aircraft is used. Selected 4 groups of rudder control u  uc , ure , ule , ur  ,
which represent the canards, right elevator aileron, left elevator ailerons, rudder angle.
T
x   ,  , p, q, r  is state variables, to represent the angle of corner speed, yaw, roll, pitch and yaw
rates. r (t )   ,  , p is reference instruction . Altitude is H  3000m and Mach is Ma  0.22 . Linear
model of plane as follows:
T

 0.0292
0
0
0.9777
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 0
 0
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0
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A 0
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0
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,
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,

δR max  δR min  [50 50 50 50]T .
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Assuming the 6 angle of attack is applied to the instruction of the aircraft in 3 to 30 seconds. the
100 s roll angle rate of application instructions in 10 to 40 seconds. The side slip angle reference

r/(deg/s)

q/(deg/s)

p/(deg/s)

/(deg)

 /(deg)

instruction is always 0 . Canard 40% damage when a fault occurs 15 seconds. Left elevons 40%
damage in 25 seconds. Fault simulation step size is 0.01 seconds, the actuator white noise variance
2
is 0.025   . Closed-loop system state response process shown in Figure 1:
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Figure 1. Flight states response of closed-roll system
As Figure 1 shows that, due to the presence of a fault-tolerant control law, so that the command
signal on flight status tracking, to ensure system stability, control surface control instructions and
observer estimates shown in Figure 2:
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(c) The estimated value by Adaptive Observer
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Figure 2. Control surface command and observer estimates
By Figure 2 (a) and (b) known, the general observer augmented estimation accuracy is better at
the rudder steady. But when the rudder rapid changes, tracking slow, error is large. Figure 2 (b) and
(c) comparison shows that adaptive dynamic compensation after the observer, which can fast track
rudder changes, while maintaining the steady precision. Deflection from Figure 2 (d) adaptive
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compensation observer error and the actual rudder shows adaptive compensation observer
observing the steady state error is less than 1 degree, the dynamic error of less than 3 degrees higher
accuracy.
Conclusions
This paper presents a fast fault detection and isolation method for a multi-aircraft rudder control
surface damage, the following conclusions:
1) adaptive compensation method can be directly estimated observer aircraft rudder deflection,
adaptive compensation method greatly improves the observer on the rudder fast dynamic tracking
capabilities, to achieve a precise estimate of the rudder deflection.
2) adaptive threshold designed to reduce leakage alarm rate and false alarm rate, failure to
achieve a rapid alert.
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